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OTATARA PIGEON POST
NUMBER 38       APRIL 2009

Otatara Landcare Group Events

Bushy Point Planting
Sunday 3 May 2009 and Sunday 24 May 2009, 2pm-4pm.  Access from 173 Grant Road, 

Otatara.

Message from the Treasurer....
You can now pay your subscriptions through internet banking into the following account:

03 1750 0305721 00

If paying electronically please send an email to Treasurer Tracey Langmuir advising 

how much you have deposited, your name and home address, so that deposits can be 

matched up to membership list. Tracey’s email address is tlangmuir@yahoo.co.nz

Otatara Landcare Group AGM  -

Wednesday 6 May 2009 - 7.30pm Otatara Hall, Dunns Road 
To be followed by a slide talk by Lloyd Esler “ Southland’s Wild Weather”, promoting a 

new book that Lloyd has written. All welcome.
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Mission Statement
To focus attention of Otatara residents and others on the natural features and ecological 

values of the Otatara environment, especially native forest and wetland fl ora and fauna.  

To promote and where possible facilitate the protection, restoration and creation of such 

features in the interests of scientifi c appreciation and intrinsic worth and to encourage 

community appreciation of these values.

Objectives
• To act as a liaison forum for Otatara landowners, with the ICC, SRC, DOC and other 

agencies, in issues of land use and management of natural resources.

• To provide information to Otatara residents and other landowners on how best to 

manage and enhance natural areas, including weed and pest management. 

• To advocate for the preservation and enhancement of forest remnants and other 

natural values of the Otatara area (including New River Estuary, Sandy Point and Oreti 

Beach).

• To promote increased use of native plants in gardens and on properties in Otatara.

• To improve the habitat for native wildlife in the Otatara area.

• To run a programme of activities which will include bush walks, fi eld days and talks to 

improve knowledge of the local environment, and working bees to help individuals 

and organisations with their environmental projects. 

• To promote Otatara’s natural areas to local people and visitors through publicity 

(newsletter, leafl ets, e.g., Gamble’s Educational Boardwalk).

Your Committee
Please contact any of the committee members if you have questions, ideas or problems 

relating to the Otatara/Sandy Point area.

Elected Committee Members 2008 – 2009

Barry Smith – Chairperson (ph. 213-1500) Chris Rance – Secretary (ph. 213-1161)

Tracey Langmuir – Treasurer (ph. 213-0790) Lloyd Esler (ph. 213-0404)

Linda Jackson (ph. 213-1271) Brian Rance (ph. 213-1161)  

Randall Milne (ph. 213-0851) Cathy MacFie (ph. 213-1267) 

Jill Warhurst (ph. 216-6234)  Clair Leith (ph. 213-1148)

Deidre Francis (ph 213-0957)
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I Want to Help Care for the Birds, the Bush and Wetlands at Otatara 
and see them Prosper for Future Generations to Enjoy. I can Help by 
Joining the OTATARA LANDCARE GROUP. 

Membership

First Name/s ..................................................................................................................................................................

Last name/s ..................................................................................................................................................................

Address  ..................................................................................................................................................................

  ..................................................................................................................................................................

  ..................................................................................................................................................................

Contact phone/email   ..............................................................................................................................................

I enclose an annual membership fee $10 per household  $ ....................................  

Ten year membership $50 per household    $ ....................................  

Lifetime membership $100 per household    $ ....................................  

I wish to make a donation       $ ....................................  

Enclosed Total Payment of     $ ....................................  

Tick if receipt required  (  )

Activities
I want to (please tick):

(  ) help with restoration, weed control or growing plants

(  ) help with or attend local Otatara walks 

(  ) help with bird surveys 

(  ) help with liaison with local councils 

Send to:
Otatara Landcare Group

32 Taiepa Road

Otatara. Phone 213-0790



This newsletter has been produced by Lloyd Esler, Julie Campbell and Chris Rance
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Chairspeak – a Message from the Chairperson
Here in Southland we really are fortunate to have great providers of funding for various 

projects. Just recently I noticed in the Southland Times that the ILT had just completed a 

three year funding project in which they put well over 300 interactive whiteboards into 

schools around Invercargill, including the Otatara School, in spite of the fact that Otatara 

is outside the ILT area. The Otatara Landcare Group is also the recipient of funding from 

the ILT and we are not the only groups in Otatara to benefi t. The ILT is most generous 

even though they have no outlets in our area.

We really must thank the ILT for their recent contribution to our Bushy Point project in 

providing some funding that will allow us to expand our pest eradication project. It hasn’t 

been hard for us to see the results that this project has produced - an example is my 

apple tree. Every year it has apples, every year the possums eat them and we get maybe 

one or two…. Every year, that is, except this year. This year we have about 30 or 40 apples 

on it and while they are a bit sour they are certainly quite edible.

We have had visits from three school groups already this year helping us with weeding and 

other projects. One group was from James Hargest College, the second from Otatara School 

and the third from Southland Girls’ High School year seven ‘Breakout’. This annual event 

achieves a lot in two days - about 200~250 hours of contributed work. This is absolutely 

fantastic and as a group we are humbled that schools are recognizing the work we are 

doing and want to be a part of it.

It was really good to note that the Cabbage trees that we planted in May 2000 (the 

original planting) have grown to such an extent that they nearly all fl owered for the 

fi rst time this season. They have grown a lot and the area which used to be windswept 

now has its own micro climate. Last year we planted a number of Narrow-leaved mahoe 

and Wineberry in between these plants. Experimentation proved that when planted in 

the open they just died because of wind and frost exposure but the ones we planted 

amongst the Cabbage trees are doing well and continuing to grow.

Within the next few months we will be having the annual Otatara School Native Plant 

Sale, so look out for that one if you want plants. Also the Southland Community Nursery is 

selling some plants to raise some money for a tank for the new shed the Rance’s have had 

built. This tank is to be used for supplying water for the Nursery, so if you want plants give 

Chris a ring, she will be more than happy to supply plants and advice.

Barry Smith, Chairperson, ph (03) 213-1500 Email: brsmith@callsouth.net.nz
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Southland Community Nursery
Seed Collecting time again
The main seed collecting time is here again – the best time 

is from February to May – but the exact timing changes with 

the season. Over the past 10 years we have been collecting 

information and have produced a chart to help people look 

out for certain seeds.

Like with most fruit, the birds give a good indication of when native fruits are 

ready for collection and if you are too slow in noticing, then they will be gone. A rule of 

thumb is to wait until fruit turns from green to white or a dark colour. But, seeds within 

fruit (like wineberry, Coprosma, cabbage tree) are not the only type of seeds. There are 

also seeds within capsules (like manuka and rata), seeds with wings for wind dispersal 

(like Lacebark and Clematis). All have their optimum time for collection and if you miss it 

you will have to wait until next year.

However, all is not lost. At the Community Nursery we are collecting seed from our local 

area – often a popular school group activity. If you want to learn how and what to collect 

come along to the nursery on a Friday (phone fi rst) and we will do some collecting and 

explain what happens next. The chart below gives some information.

Native Plant Sale – a fi rst for the nursery
On Sunday 22 February, during very wild windy and rainy weather we held a plant sale. 

Despite the weather over 40 people attended and the donations will help to pay for a 

new water tank we are purchasing for the nursery. If you visit the nursery you will see a 

brand new shed containing a new display area and potting shed. The display area was 

in action for two recent school visits by Bluff  School and Otatara School but the potting 

shed will not operational until next season. Many thanks to Ray Jackson for all the work he 

has put in to make the shed a very upmarket version of our old potting shed. We are very 

happy to share these excellent facilities with the community – so don’t be shy – come 

and have a look and use them!

Planting Time
Now is a prime time to plant out so plants can establish before winter. If you have a 

project come and see us on a Friday, help out at the nursery, take some plants away for 

free and get planting.

Chris Rance
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Southland Ecological Restoration Network
See photos, maps and information about over 30 Southland groups involved in 

conservation projects including the Kerrs Bush project and Otatara Landcare Group's 

Bushy Point Project www.sern.org.nz 

Sick of Sycamore!!
A recent visit to Kerrs Bush at Myross Bush shows what can 

happen to native bush when the exotic tree sycamore gets a 

hold.  The Otatara Scenic Reserve already has a big problem 

and all private bush around Otatara is vulnerable to invasion 

by sycamore. We all have an opportunity to stop the spread by 

removing seed bearing sycamore trees on our properties.  

Sycamore normally starts bearing fertile seed between about 

ages 25 and 30, but the largest quantities are usually produced 

between the ages of 40 and 60. The regular and prolifi c seed 

production and the high germination rate of the seeds ensure 

successful regeneration in most forest areas. 

As with many other European forest trees, sycamore has a short-lived seed bank and 

the regeneration process is consequently 

driven by new seed. Sycamore seeds are 

wind-dispersed and though very little seed is 

dispersed more than 50 metres from parent 

trees, it is usually enough to colonize neigh-

bouring forest with dense canopies and low 

understorey competition. 

Fortunately, Kerrs Bush has a champion, 

Derek, dealing with the large trees on the 

site (see photo), and the local school children 

are planting native trees and hand pulling 

sycamore seedlings. 

If you value the native bush in Otatara you 

can help by removing sycamore and encour-

aging other to do the same and certainly do 

not replant seedlings (anywhere!).
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Old Man’s Beard in Otatara
Nearly 30 years on from David Bellamy’s catchy phrase ‘Old man’s beard must go’, we’re 

still trying to get it to go. But Southland is fortunate compared to other parts of the 

country in that we still have the opportunity to eradicate this pest from the region. In 

other parts of the country, it has spread to such an extent that eradication is not possible. 

Otatara has a number of locations infested with Old man’s beard. The area is particularly 

vulnerable given the number of properties and reserves that still have native vegetation.

Old man’s beard is a deciduous vine which can climb up to 20 metres high in supporting 

trees. It has long woody stems that have obvious ridges along them. The leaves are made 

up of fi ve leafl ets that are widely spaced along the stems. The fl owers are visible now, and 

are a creamy-white colour. 

Old man’s beard can be found in forests, disturbed bush, shrubland, along rivers, up cliff s, 

and in hedgerows and gardens. It produces creeping vines that can grow up to 10 metres 

a year, forming thick tangled masses smothering other vegetation. Mature plants of Old 

man’s beard can produce up to 100,000 seeds per square metre, which are spread mostly 

by wind. It can cause catastrophic damage to native vegetation, as well as be a signifi cant 

nuisance in home gardens.

Environment Southland and the Department 

of Conservation run an eradication 

programme for Old man’s beard in 

Southland. We will either control it ourselves, 

or arrange suitable contractors to carry out 

the work, at no cost to property owners. For 

the eradication programme to be successful, 

we need people’s help to let us know if they 

see any Old man’s beard. Keep your eyes out 

for this woody-stemmed vine with creamy 

white fl owers over the next month or so, and 

let us know if you think you’ve seen it.

Randall Milne (Biosecurity Offi  cer Pest Plants), 
Environment Southland, Phone: 0800 76 88 45 
Email: randall.milne@es.govt.nz
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A Mystery Solved 
A photo alleged to be of an alien space probe 

landing in the Mossburn Cemetery appeared 

in Newslink and the Southland Express. There 

was a ghost-hunting expedition on at the time 

and the participants claimed other mysterious 

things happened as well. The alien space probe 

was unobserved by the 

photographer at the time. 

I spent a bit of time with a 

moth and a fl ash one night 

and solved the mystery. 

The alien probe is actually 

a grossly over-exposed, out of focus moth about 

half a metre in front of the camera. Moth wings 

are highly reflective and coated in millions 

of loose scales which make the moth slippery 

for a predator. The scales are constantly being shed 

and can appear as a shower of tiny spots in a fl ash. No aliens this time but keep a lookout. 

Do we have an Otatara alien or ghost? The Southland Astronomical Society is collecting 

reports of unidentifi ed lights and strange optical eff ects. Contact me for an observation 

report form if you have a mystery you want to clear up. 

Lloyd Esler

Otatara Issues and Options – Have Your Say!
Following the very well attended public meeting in Otatara, the City Council will soon 

release an Otatara Issues and Options Paper. It is your opportunity to tell the City 

Council what you value about living in Otatara and what developments and services 

you do and do not want for Otatara.  Make sure you take advantage of this opportu-

nity. The Issue and Options Paper will be on the City Council website, available in hard 

copy form and a summary and feedback form will be sent to every Otatara resident.
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Chris Rance’s Basic Elderberry Wine 
(another eff ective weed control method for Otatara!) 
Metric conversions added for your convenience 

Collect 4lb elderberries (1.8kg) 1 gallon of boiling water (5 litres)

3 lb of granulated sugar (1.4kg) A ‘claret’ yeast sachet

8 oz chopped raisins (230g) Juice of 1 lemon  

Juice of 1 orange  1 vitamin B tablet 

1 teaspoon of yeast nutrient

Method
Strip the berries into a suitably large primary fermentation vessel with a fork.

Add the chopped raisins, juice of the lemon, juice of the orange, a vitamin B tablet and a 

teaspoon of yeast nutrient.

Add the boiling water and stir well.

When cool enough to handle, squeeze fruit with hands to extract juice.

Leave for one day to infuse.

Add 2 ½ lb sugar (1.2kg) and activated yeast and leave covered for three days.

Strain off  liquid into demijohns, top up with another 1/4 lb of sugar (100g) in each and, if 

necessary, with cooled boiled water.

Leave to ferment in a warm (65-75° F, 16-24° C), dark place.

Rack off  the lees into a clean demijohn when bubbling has subsided.

Rack again 6 weeks later.

Bottle in dark green bottles when wine is clear (I use a desk lamp to shine through from 

the other side) and there has been no activity for some time.

Mature for at least 6 months before drinking.

For safety reasons DO NOT use the leaves, bark or roots of the elder for consumption. 

They can be poisonous!!!
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Black Orchids
Black orchids (Gastrodia species) are unusual orchid species that have no leaves or 

chlorophyll (hence they lack the normal green colouration). They obtain their nutrients 

and energy through a fungus that is parasitic on tree roots. There are at least four species 

in New Zealand of which three are found in Southland and two of these in Otatara. They 

are not listed as rare, however they tend not to be particular common. They can only be 

detected when their fl owering stalks are visible, however because of their brown colour, 

they are easily overlooked. 

The two local species are very similar, with relatively tall fl owering stalks that are up to 

60cm or more tall. They may have only a single head or be present as a colony with 20 

or more heads. Gastrodia cunninghamii fl owers in December-January and tends to be 

dark brown. The other species has not been formally named and is referred to a Gastrodia 

‘long column’. It tends to fl ower later, from 

January to February and is a lighter brown 

colour. Both have many fl owers on the 

stalk, often more than twenty. 

This year seems to have been a good 

fl owering year with fl owers spotted at 

Sandy Point, Bowmans Bush and some 

gardens. Lloyd Esler may have set a record 

fi nding a colony with 22 fl owering stalks. 

(See photo) A few people have provided 

me with records of it. I would be interested 

in other records so that I can build up 

a better idea of their abundance and 

distribution around Otatara and Sandy 

Point. It would also nice to learn more 

about them. We do not know how long 

they live. Study of them is made more 

diffi  cult as they do not come up every year.
Black orchids (Gastrodia species)
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Our birds feed on its fruit and nest in its dense foliage. So here on our covenant where it is 

considered too vigorous I thin out stems I don’t want to remove it totally.

Our other native Muehlenbeckia species are less common and seldom a problem. M. 

complexa tends to be found in wet shrubby sites. A common habitat is shrubland around 

the fringe of estuary. M. axillaris is found in a few coastal sites where is creeps through 

open, bare sites. These species are also benefi cial to our native insects.

Fernbird Numbers Up By 400%
That was the news from Environment Southland’s Sherman Smith in December 2008. 

The information followed the latest bird monitoring information . Lloyd is employed by 

Environment Southland to monitor bird numbers at three pest control areas - Bluff  Hill, 

Bushy Point and Mores Reserve at Riverton and a control site (untrapped) at Omaui. The 

bird counts are done from 74 listening sites at those locations every four months and over 

time show trends in bird numbers.

So far this season at Bushy Point over 100 voluntary hours have been spent on servicing 

the trap lines, mainly by Ian Gamble and Len Diack. At least every two weeks Len and Ian 

cover the now 6km of tracks with traps or bait stations every 50 metres.

As well as the offi  cial monitoring, anecdotal evidence of healthy bird populations have 

been noticed this year. A number of juvenile tui have been seen around the Bushy Point 

area – see photo by Ian Gamble. Juvenile tui do not have the white throat feathers so 

distinctive of adult birds but are a similar size. Fernbirds have been observed in the front 

garden at Rances, in the Community Nursery shadehouse as well as regular visitors to 

Rance’s ponds. There have also been a number of sightings of female bellbirds feeding 

fl edglings in spring.

While possum numbers are well down on 

last season, stoat numbers remain similar 

indicating the wide ranging nature of this 

species.

Stoats, possums and rats are all known 

to eat birds’ eggs and chicks on the nest 

so if you are interested in assisting native 

birds in your area contact Sherman Smith 

at Environment Southland or the Otatara 

Landcare Group for help with traps.
Juvenille tui. Photo – Ian Gamble
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Sketch by Gwen Challoner
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Assessing Signifi cant Vegetation in Otatara
An assessment of signifi cant indigenous vegetation in Otatara undertaken by Wildland 

Consultants has recently been released. This report was commissioned by the Invercargill 

City Council. As a result of a previous vegetation survey in Otatara undertaken in 1998/99, 

416 properties were identifi ed with signifi cant indigenous vegetation. Letters were sent to 

residents with signifi cant indigenous vegetation asking for approval for their property to 

be inspected. Of the 134 properties for which approval was received , 72 properties were 

selected for inspection. 

The vegetation assessment was to address the following matters:

• Compare the areas occupied by signifi cant indigenous vegetation in 1998/99 with the 

extent in 2008 to assess whether there has been any loss or gain. If there has been a 

loss, to assess whether this is due to natural factors or residential activities. 

• Assess whether the areas of indigenous vegetation are self-sustaining, or if not 

recommend appropriate management activities. 

• Assess whether those areas identifi ed as signifi cant in 1998/99 are still signifi cant, and 

whether any new areas of indigenous vegetation within the Otatara Sub-Area should 

also be designated as signifi cant. 

• Assess replanting that has been carried out as a requirement of resource consents. 

The report is comprehensive and provides a high quality assessment of the indigenous 

vegetation of Otatara. The report has clear results and recommendation to the ICC. It 

seems the report has picked up on the major issues facing indigenous vegetation in 

Otatara. Some of the key fi ndings are that:

• There has been continued loss of signifi cant indigenous vegetation in Otatara since 

the 1998/99 survey. Thirty two properties have been identifi ed where signifi cant 

indigenous vegetation has been lost. However no sites appear to have an increase in 

signifi cant indigenous vegetation. 

• Resource consents issued approving the loss of signifi cant indigenous vegetation, do 

not have conditions that adequately compensate for that loss. 

• The major threats to signifi cant indigenous vegetation are residential development, 

weeds and grazing. Other threats include pest animals, earthworks, drainage and 

collection of wood. These are the same threats identifi ed in 1998/99. 

• The ecological condition of signifi cant indigenous vegetation is highly variable. 

• There is limited legal protection, only c. 10% of signifi cant indigenous vegetation. 
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Native Plant Profi le - Pohuehue
This plant is best known to most of you as Muehlenbeckia! However we have three diff erent 

Muehlenbeckia species in Otatara and two others elsewhere in New Zealand (one of these is 

an attractive small-leaved shrub). The three species that we have is the large leaved (c. 25mm) 

vigorous climber M. australis, the medium size leaved (c. 10mm) scrambler M. complexa and 

the small leaved (c.5mm) prostrate creeper M. axillaris. They are members of the dock family.

Most people are familiar with the vigorous M. australis and consider it to be a weed. 

Indeed it is often thought to be old mans beard! As a consequence of its vigorous growth 

it can spread up into the canopy of the bush and extend over entire trees. However it 

needs high light levels to fl ourish and so is most abundant on the forest edge or other 

open areas. When at its most vigorous it will smother the underlying plants. The shading 

it creates will weaken or even kill underlying plants and the weight of growth may even 

collapse trees. It can be so thick that it may restrict access through it. For these reasons 

it is often thought of as a weed that needs to be “controlled”. However it has some 

benefi cial traits that should be considered. Often where it grows are previously disturbed 

sites, sometimes with increased fertility, which may be why it thrives. These sites include 

sites that have been grazed and where stock had congregated around the forest edge. 

It also tends to grow on forest edge where forest has previously been removed. It these 

situation it can be a savour to the forest. Without the growth of this (and other plants) 

the forest edge is left exposed and prone 

to wind impacts and dieback. The full 

impacts of the wind can be far worse than 

the eff ects of this plant! So before you 

remove it think what the impacts may be. 

If you are going to leave the forest edge 

open and exposed then maybe you need 

to consider replacing it with other forest 

edge plants. This should be done before 

you remove it! Also remember to identify 

your target –you don’t want to kill the 

desirable native vines like native clematis, 

native jasmine and others. 

M. australis also has other benefi ts. It 

is an important food for many insects 

including some of our native butterfl ies. 

Native copper butterfl y. It feeds on many diff erent fl owers but the sole 

foodplant of the caterpillar is Muehlenbeckia.
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One Good Tern Deserves Another
The sharp eyes of Russell Dear have added another bird to the estuary bird list. This time 

it is the white-winged black tern which is quite distinctive with its body and wings. One 

has been frequenting the Sutton Lagoon at the old rubbish dump site since 21 February. 

Because it’s not in its breeding plumage however, it has a white body and a black skull 

cap and nape. 

We have three species of tern common in our area. The largest of these is the Caspian tern 

with its large red bill. It is about the size of a black-backed gull and several pairs possibly 

nest each year on the shell bank at Bushy Point. I haven’t found the nests but the site is 

favourable and the birds give their grating 

I-am-worried call when you approach 

the shellbank. The second species is the 

white-fronted tern which nests in several 

places in the estuary and Bluff  Harbour. It 

is white with a black cap and a long forked 

tail. The black-fronted tern has a smoky 

grey plumage and a reddish bill. These are 

commonly seen sitting as a fl ock with gulls 

on Oreti Beach or hawking fl ying insects 

over the beach of shrubland. The bird is said 

to be the world’s largest ‘fl ycatcher’. Black-fronted tern on its eggs in a Southland riverbed

More Otatara Street Names... 
From ‘What’s in a Name?’ by Wendy McArthur

Hardwicke Road
John Hardwicke was a bachelor who lived 

along this road and cut and sold fi rewood 

in Invercargill.

Hughes Road 
Thomas Hughes was a contractor and 

dairyman living in Otatara.

Huruhuru Road 
Huruhuru was a chief of Oue Village. He 

was the local chief at the time that Walter 

Mantell explored the south when nego-

tiating the Murihiku purchase.

John Street 
This street is named after John Fairlie of 

Fairlie and Nicholson, who developed 

this block of three streets.

Korimako Avenue 
The korimako is the bellbird.
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• The long term persistence of signifi cant indigenous vegetation is not assured as a 

result of historic clearance/fragmentation, continuing clearance, widespread weeds 

and other threats. 

These fi nding are of great concern, but are not surprising to the Otatara Landcare Group. 

The report also makes recommendations for future management of signifi cant 

indigenous vegetation in Otatara. I have not got room to include these, instead I suggest 

that you get a copy of the report from the ICC Planning Department. Many of these 

recommendations are supportive of many of the initiatives that the Otatara Landcare 

Group (OLG) is already undertaking. The OLG already actively involved with restoration 

and management, through our Bushy Point project, and also through the information and 

advice provided in the Pigeon Post and through the knowledge and enthusiasm of our 

members.

The ICC cover letter to the report indicates that an “Issues and Options” paper on Otatara 

planning issues is to be released within a month. Be prepared for this paper as it may lead to 

changes in rules relating to Otatara when the current district plan is updated. 

In the knowledge that this report was soon to be released, the OLG committee invited ICC 

planning staff  to a committee meeting. This meeting was of even greater interest, given the 

forthcoming “Issues and Options” paper.

The OLG is already a strong advocate for the preservation and enhancement of indigenous 

vegetation, especially our special bush and prominent native birdlife. Therefore we are 

pleased to see this vegetation report produced and we believe it supports the concerns of 

most OLG members. 

Brian Rance

Native musk 
Here is an interesting saltmarsh plant 

found at Bushy Point and Daff odil Bay. It 

is the native musk, Mimulus repens. The 

fl ower is mauve with a yellow centre. 

Native musk is in the foxglove family and 

it is a relative of monkey musk, a yellow-

fl owered plant abundant on riverbanks 

and in ditches.
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Passionate About Potatoes
Do other Southland gardeners rouse themselves from the fi re on cold, clear, starry nights 

to don a headlamp and cover their potato plants with frostcloth, or is it just the fi rst-time 

growers like me?

I went to the local garden centre to buy a few vege seeds and was captivated by the 

potato display with varieties called ‘Purple Passion’, ‘Verity’, ‘Heather’ and ‘Liseta’, none of 

which I’d ever seen in any supermarket bag. The idea of 2-2.5kg of freshly dug spuds 

from each and every seed potato was impressive – stored in sacks for the cold months 

to come, then roasted, mashed or lightly boiled in their skins with a dab of butter. Four 

of each were purchased and taken home to sprout with a modest request for a raised 

bed to be created, fi lled with horse poo, compost and bartered Otatara soil for seedlings. 

22 September and I couldn’t wait any longer. Ignoring local advice to wait until Labour 

Weekend I planted 32 sprouting potatoes. Hubby had a great idea of forming a wire arch 

over the raised bed and covering with a plastic sheet until two weeks later when the 

fi rst shoots broke through. By 15 October I needed to mound up the soil, a continuing 

obsession for several weeks. I even mowed the lawn just to get the clippings.

Our garden is the lowest around so consequently fl oods on a regular basis. Building 

the raised vege bed 30cm above ground level seemed sensible forward planning until 

the combination of heavy potato shoots and a decent wind meant I now had hanging 

potato plants which quickly killed the grass and exposed all the mulch for the local thrush 

threshers. And did I mention shifting an enormous old heap of garden rubbish to put in? 

Yes, more potatoes from a bag of sprouting Oamaru organic Agrias and building more 

raised beds to just try the Irish Heritage 

‘Pink Fir’ variety donated to the Community 

Nursery volunteers. How could anyone resist 

these names?

More rules were broken by planting 

unverifi ed seed stock and anxious moments 

arose when whispers of a potato pest called 

wireworm reminded me about the strange, 

hard brown bugs I found in our fi rst modest 

vege patch. New words like bandicooting 

and shore or is it ‘shaw’ of potatoes (shaw 

– ed.) were picked up and all visits to and 

Explorers Club 
The Southland Explorers Club has 

started up again. This is a nature club for 

children 8 -13ish who are keen on birds, 

plants, fossils, beaches etc. Meetings are 

held weekly on Thursdays 4-5 with one 

evening meeting each month. Fieldtrips 

are frequent, especially in the warmer 

months. For more information contact 

Lloyd Esler 2130404.
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from local friends and neighbours began 

at the potato patch. Otatara tunnel houses 

have produced up to three crops in the 

same period but as renters that’s an outlay 

hard to justify, plus there are just the two 

of us to consume the harvest. With hash 

browns for breakfast, leek and potato soup 

for lunch and another spud for dinner how long would it be until I couldn’t face even a 

crispyskin wedge? Probably never, but would all that starch be good for me? 14 January 

and my patience broke. In spite of signifi cant fl owering and a complete lack of an signs 

of yellowing I just couldn’t bring myself to pay $2.50 per kg for ‘someone else’s new 

potatoes’. Deep hard digging, fi rst, followed by a careful forking over yielded 1½ buckets 

from our fi rst seven planted – so satisfyingly bountiful. Wireworms were in some tubers 

from this new garden but those which came up by themselves in an existing garden had 

none, but all are delicious. Microwaved we fi nd the odd worm well cooked but whole 

and if I’m chopping them before cooking they’re easily spotted. The waste and worms 

goes into the rubbish rather than the compost in case I inadvertently spread worms 

everywhere. Suggestions to lay old and fresh pine needles or comfrey leaves in the trench 

prior to planting to discourage pests will be tried next time, but apart from a few slug 

holes in some leaves the plants were pest and disease free other than the wireworms. 

Rotating with a green crop each year seems sensible, but I’ll never forgo the pleasure of 

growing potatoes even if I plant in old truck tyres like I did for my mum in her Palmerston 

garden this summer. She is more patient than me so I’ve yet to compare crops. So much 

still to learn so pass on your experience please.

Linda Jackson

Articles Wanted
Got a report on anything to do with the 

natural side of Otatara or Sandy Point? 

We are happy to print your reports, 

questions, odd odes and anecdotes. 

Coming soon... “The Natural History of Otatara”
The Otatara Landcare Group is producing a new booklet on the natural history of 

Otatara, featuring history and ecology of the area with many illustrations. Look out 

for the publication in 2009 – it will be available for a small donation. Thanks to the 

Department of Conservation Biodiversity Advice Fund for funding part of this work.


